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Friday, August 18 of 2017

APPARITION OF CHRIST JESUS DURING THE SACRED CALL, IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF
FIGUEIRA, MINAS GERAIS, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN

Sometimes I cannot tell My companions all the truth because you could not bear it.

That is why today, with My bare Feet, I touch this sacred soil to bless it again, protect and safeguard
it through My Sacred Heart.

The time of the Universe stands still, because your humble Shepherd has entered the orbit of this
planet and through this portal of peace to help the world.

Humanity still does not know the true scenario of the end of times.

All that they see through the television is a small illustration of the truth, because worse secrets still
exist, which are kept hidden under keys of uncertain doors.

I come to bring My Light into this reality.

I come to make My companions aware so that, in the most critical times that are close, you are not
sleeping, as My apostles at Gethsemane were sleeping, and fell into temptation.

I invite you to be awake beyond your awakening.

I am not only speaking about ceasing to sleep, I am speaking about a spiritual awakening, about an
extreme vigilance in the face of the happenings that surround you every day, and of which you only
know about one percent.

Today, at My Feet I bring the planetary reality, and I hope that those who have consecrated
themselves to My Heart in pronouncing life vows, will fulfill them.

I do not come to judge your difficulties, nor your imperfections.

I want you to give Me what you can give, because through what you give Me, I will be able to help
the world.

The arms, the hands, and the feet that I can count on are not enough to accomplish this Work of
world service.

I need your talents to be available to Me, because while your talents are not available, millions of
souls despair, and many are victims of death, of an unjust death.

The seals of the Apocalypse are already opening. When the seventh one opens, everything,
everything will be unleashed. There will be no one who will escape this.

I do not come to bring you terror, but rather awareness.
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I aspire to your being able to step outside of yourselves, every day. May you not cause trouble for
your brothers and sisters of the path. That in this time, you carry on with the talent you came to
offer me.

Do not waste time on superficial things. You were called by Me; you chose My Summons over the
course of time.

 I know that this extreme surrender is not for everybody, but I do not come to ask for the impossible.

I need you to accompany Me with maturity in these times.

Stop being children, and from now, be My apostles, My warriors of peace, unconditional servers of
My Heart.

Because the waters (hands) of the clock continue to flow (tick) and the events are precipitating, one
on top of the other.

Who will stop this stream of evil in the world?

I need My foundations to be ready so that I may return. And that will be through your hearts and
surrender. While that does not happen, I do not have permission or the authority to return.

I am not claiming anything from you. I am not belittling your efforts, nor your sacrifices, which are
visible to My Merciful Heart.

I need you to stand in maturity and loyalty. You know, companions, that this is not happening.

Meanwhile, My Heart is being flogged by the world, upon seeing so many victims in the abyss of
death.

Who will rescue them? Who will give their life for them? And I do not only speak of humanity, but
also of all that is invisible to your eyes.

Today I come to declare My concern for humanity.

I have the power to stop everything that is happening, but many choose the path of suffering. And
My Heart is so full of Mercy, like a chalice that overflows, and that is still not drunk by anybody.

I feel, In Me, the wounds of the planet.

Through My Ears, I hear the cry of the victims in the desert, in the desert of this planetary transition.

I need you to definitely and truly unite. Because in truth I tell you, companions, you no longer look
like you are. It is not good for you nor for My Work in the world.

I have come to call inexperienced hearts, lives in redemption, hearts in transformation.

Saint Joseph is the path for achieving the goals.

He has offered Himself to Me in extreme sacrifice for those who will indeed persevere and will
indeed continue with the teachings, step by step.
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Because He is the example of a possible and real humanity, of a new humanity, carrier of a new
consciousness.

Meanwhile, Saint Joseph does the impossible so that My Project may be fulfilled in humanity.

We, the Divine Messengers, do the unreachable, through all creatures, to accomplish the impossible.

Today I come to speak to you from the Principle of spiritual adulthood, because as of the last
August 8th, everything has changed, much more than it seems and in all that you know.

I must put My servers in places of conflict.

Through your lives, I must reach the places of greatest chaos, in order that you go through all the
difficulties without losing persistence and hope, so that I may place My Sword on the highest mount
of this planet.

At that moment, everything will fall, and it will be the end of human corruption.

The Earth will open like a mother that is about to give birth.

Everything will be purified and nobody will be able to stop it, because the hour of the great
Redemption will arrive.

And like in a starry night, I will come in silence, although many will be in agony, suffering the
consequences of these times and of all those who govern you.

On My Back I will bring the Cross of Salvation and I will no longer carry the debt of humanity, but
rather I will bring the luminous Cross of Emmanuel to light up the world, in the four corners of the
planet. 

Many nations will be one against other. But do not despair, the apparent captivity will end, and all
will be able to consciously see it, until the self-destruction of humanity is brought to an end.

I come to bring you a message of Wisdom; I come to radiate My Discernment.

Now it is time to grow, not only inwardly, but also outwardly.

Each one knows what they are to mature; let each one assume their position in this transition,
because there is no more time. 

You will remember this message when everything happens and your souls must avail themselves of
the energy of My Light, to be above all the events, without indifference.

Because in this way you will be able to accompany Me, and I will be able to have My tired Body
supported by you, rest My Head on your shoulders so that, just like John, you bring relief to your
Lord.

Bring relief to your Lord. Bring relief to your Lord. That is all I ask of you, and you will be able to
be in My Peace.
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Bring relief to your brothers and sisters, bring relief to those who guide you, and you will be in My
Peace.

Bring relief to the Eternal Father and you will be in His Plan of Love.

Do not cause trouble where none exists. Do not create complications where there are none.

Be intelligent, much more than My enemy, and you will cross the bridges toward My Kingdom; in
this way, your steps will not be delayed, you will not delay My Plan.

Today I confess, the way a child confesses to their father.

Today I address you as a master addresses their disciples and also shows his concerns. But not a
concern as you would understand it in this terrestrial life. I would call it "celestial impotence," like
that which some of your companions experience daily.

Now do you understand the commitment of those who have consecrated themselves to Me?

I do not come to bring alliances so that they may be thrown to the ground and hidden by the dust.

I come to recognize what is within you. And I have no doubts because, in spite of having been a
man and of having incarnated in this world, in My Kingdom doubts no longer exist; that is the
enemy that confuses hearts and deviates them from My path of Redemption.

I invite you again to be intelligent, and like an exercise of Light, to close the door so that the one
who is My rival cannot enter through any breach.

My Mantle of Light will always be over you, and if one day it is not, notice if you may have taken it
off your heads or if you have moved away from Me, to the point where I cannot reach you.

The nations of the world are in need of much Mercy.

I come to reinforce the prayers for Latin America, as well as for the whole world. The new Eden
must not be dissipated from the minds of those who have faith in it. Hope is the foundation for that
new Eden.

Starting tomorrow, I wish all of My followers to receive this message in written form, and
everybody who asks for it today will receive it. You have My Permission for this. This message
must reach the whole world and in as many languages as possible.

I am thankful that, in any part of the world, knowing or not knowing of My Work here in South
America, souls offer to transcribe My Words and to translate My Message into as many languages
as possible, so that many more know that I am here, accompanying you in these times of darkness,
just as I accompany My Church in the upheaval and shaking of its ship. But I have already taught
you that everything can be reversed.

When I was in the Sea of Galilee, I once said to Peter: What are you afraid of, Simon, if your
Master walks upon the waters, do you believe your faith will get in your way? Step out of the boat
and walk toward a meeting with My Sacred Heart! Your faith can be as unbreakable as a mountain.
I give you the strength to do all things.
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And Simon walked on the water. Without realizing, he moved away from fear and entered into My
Love, into the Universe of My Love.

I invite you to go through these times with much, much faith.

The terror may be great, the blood that pours out in the world may be interminable, but nobody will
be able to exceed God.

Humankind must understand that they are far from God, that they have turned their backs on the
Universal Kingdom of Light. For this reason, He sends His Only Begotten Son to give strength and
courage to simple and good hearts.

On this night I come to offer you My Communion, because it is that Sacrament that will restore you.

Let us ask the Father for His Mercy, through His children, for the Mercy of God is in His children,
above all in those who believe in His Divine Source and concretize His Plan on this surface.

Sow My Codes of Light in your hearts and everything will be able to be fulfilled, just as My Father
has requested it. Suffering will cease and souls will find love and hope again. Let it be so.

Do not be afraid that your Master is giving you definitive and forceful revelations.

I need you to accompany Me with the same Wisdom I have, with the same love that I live, with the
same Mercy that I express for this beloved humanity.

Friar Elias del Sagrado Corazon: Let us sing the Names of God, at the request of our Lord.

Today I consecrate this Blood as My Blood of Life, for the blood that is spilled in the world, for the
victims that suffer human injustice in each one of the nations of the world.

Today I consecrate this bread as My Body, for the souls that are mutilated, exploited; for the souls
that are victims of slavery and that are in captivity; for the souls that are imprisoned by the hands of
human beings; for the mothers who abort their children; for the children that are sold and lost in the
world; for the old people who are mistreated; for the souls that suffer illnesses in the hospitals and
only receive contempt, without knowing consoling love.

Today My Heart is pleased for each of those souls, for the souls that have nothing to eat, but only
live in prayer, waiting for a Great Grace.

Today I offer this Sacrament for the Kingdoms of Nature that, in silence, are assaulted; for the
animals that are despised, that are killed and unjustly serve as a luxury at the table of the rich.

For all that blood unjustly spilled, for those who do not know God and who have hardened their
hearts to Eternal Love, I offer this Communion, and I ask each one of you to do so, because this will
be My last intervention for humanity, before everything happens.

Let your hearts be brave to offer this sacrifice for Me, although you are not prepared.

I will gather up your petitions, just as I always do, to place them like petals of light at the Feet of
our Creator.
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Because in spite of all the suffering of the world, His Mercy is great, beyond this Universe.

On this night, I consecrate the wine and the bread, bringing the Pity of our Father God.

In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit (x3). Amen.

Let your voices be heard in this Universe, proclaiming the Names of God.

I thank you.


